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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that self-adjoint eiegenvalue problems involving ordinary 
differential equations have an infinite sequence of eigenvalues X, , h, - m as 
n - 00 and a corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions that form a complete set 
in the appropriate Hilbert space setting. The book by Coddington and Levinson 
[2] is a suitable reference for this and other related matters. The purpose of this 
paper is to present similar results associated with eigenvalue problems for a class 
of third-order ordinary differential operators that are not self-adjoint in the 
classical sense. 
The main results are obtained by applying some properties of K-positive 
definite operators (K - pd operators) obtained by Petryshyn [4, 5, 6]. Petryshyn 
states that the theory of K - pd operators may be applied to ordinary differential 
equations and he and other authors have given illustrative examples. However, 
such examples appear to be isolated and there seems to be no general account 
relating the theory of K - pd operators to ordinary differential operators. A 
primary objective of this paper is to initiate such a study. 
Some definitions and notations are introduced in Section 2 while Section 3 sets 
down some fundamental properties of K - pd operators required for the deve- 
lopments in subsequent sections. In Section 4 the differential operators to be 
studied are introduced and Section 5 contains the main results together with 
some examples. Section 6 contains proofs of the main results. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let H be a separable, complex Hilbert space with inner product (a, *) and 
norm 11 *11 and let T be a linear operator defined on a dense linear manifold D(T) 
of H. Suppose K is a closable operator with domain D(K), that D(T) C D(K) 
and that K maps D(T) into a dense subset KD( T) of H. If there exist positive 
constants a1 , 01~ such that 
and 
then the operator T is said to be K-positive definite; i.e., K - pd. 
Some basic properties of K - pd operators are contained in the following two 
lemmas due to Petryshyn [5]. 
LEMMA 1. If T is K - pd, then 
(i) T is inwertible; i.e., T has a bounded inverse; 
(ii) T is K-symmetric; i.e., (Tu, Kw) = (Ku, Tw), (u, a E D(T)); 
(iii) I( Tu, Kv)j2 < (Tu, Ku) (TV, Kv), (u, pi E D(T)); 
(iv) T is closeable. 
Let D[ T] denote the space consisting of the linear manifold D(T) with inner 
product [., *] and norm ] . ) defined by 
[u, 4 = (Tu, W, 1 u I2 = [u, u] (u, v E D(T)). 
It is clear that D[T] is an inner product space and from (1) and (2) we have 
I 24 I 3 a:‘, II 24 II (u E D(T)), (3) 
Let HO denote the [e, -]-completion of D[T]. 
LEMMA 2. (i) D[T] is dense in H,,; 
(ii) H,, is a subset of H in the sense of uniquely identifying the elements of H,, 
with certain elements of H. 
(iii) K can be extended to a bounded operator K,, mapping all of H,, into H 
such that KC K,, C E, where K is the closure of K in H. 
(iv) The inequalities (3) and (4) remain valid for all u in HO . 
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In addition to the concept of K - pd operators, Petryshyn [6j introduces the 
notion of K - pd eigenvalue problems. Suppose that S: D(S) -+ H is a linear 
operator with D(T) Z D(S) an consider the linear eigenvalue problem d 
Tu - XSu = 0. (5) 
A complex number X for which (5) has a non-trivial solution u in D(T) is 
called a eigenvalue of (5) and u its corresponding eigenelement or eigenvector. 
The following lemma is immediate; see [6, Section 2.11. 
LEMMA 3. If T is K - pd and S is K-symmetric, then 
(a) all eigenvalues of (5) are real; 
(b) eigenvectors w, w’ corresponding to distinct eiegenvalues A, A’ are ortho- 
gonal in the sense that 
(Tw, Kw’) = (SW, Kw’) = 0; 
(c) the eigenvalue problem (5) has at most countably many eigenvalues. 
The eigenvalue problem (5) is said to be K - pd if the operator T is K - pd 
and there are positive constants & , /3, , /I3 such that 
(Su, Ku) >, 8, II u II2 
and either 
/I Ku /Ia < &(Su, Ku) 
or S is closeable and 
(u E D(T)), (6) 
(u E D(T)), (7) 
II Su 11’ d Ba(Su, Ku) (u E WY). (8) 
Denote by Hi the completion of D(T) under the inner product and norm 
given by 
[u, ~11 =6% Kv), I u 1; = [u, 41. 
Hi may be considered to be a subspace of H by identifying each element of Hi 
with an element of H. Moreover the inequalities (6), (7), (8) remain valid for all 
u E Hi provided that we replace (Su, Ku) by [u, u]r and K and S are used to 
denote their extensions to the whole of Hi . 
3. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF K-pD OPERATORS 
We state here several results of Petryshyn [6, Sects. l-l, l-21 that are required 
in the subsequent development. 
A closeable operator S with the property that H, C D(S) is called HO-bounded. 
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THEOREM 1. If S is H,,-bounded and KT;l is compact in H, then T&IS is 
compact in HO . 
Here the operator T,, is a closed K,, - pd operator with T C T, and T;’ 
defined and bounded on H. 
The following assumption is used in establishing the existence and various 
properties of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
Assumption (A). Every set of elements in HO n Hi , bounded in the H,, norm, 
is compact in the Hi norm. 
The primary tool that is used in the study of third-order differential equations 
is provided in the following result. 
THEOREM 2. If (5) is K - pd, assumption (A) is satisfied and if S is either 
HO-bounded OY there is a positive constant q1 such that 
then the eigenvalue problem (5) has countably many eigenvalues X, , X, - 03 as 
n -+ M and the corresponding eigenelements w, form a complete set in each of the 
spaces HO, Hi , and H. 
We shall also have occasion to use the following result. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose S satisSes (6) and (7). If S is also Hi-bounded or is 
closeable and there is a positive constant q, such that 
then assumption (A) is satisfied if and only if T-IS,, is compact in H,, , where SO is 
either S or 3. 
4. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We now introduce the operators T, K, and S to which the theory of the 
previous sections is to be applied. 
To begin with we consider a third-order ordinary differential expression of the 
form 
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and the complex valued coefficient pi is assumed to be of class Ci on the compact 
interval [a, b] (; = 0, 1,2,3). It is also assumed that pa(t) # 0 on [a, b] so that 
on this interval the differential expression (9) is regular. 
Let D(T) be the set of functions u for which U(~) is absolutely continuous on 
[a, b], Lu E L*(a, b), u(u) = u(b) = 0 and f or which any one of the following 
additional boundary conditions holds: 
(i) zJ2)(u) = 0 = Ut2)(b); 
(ii) u(i)(u) = 0 = u(u(b); 
(iii) uc2)(u) = 0 = u(l)(b); (10) 
(iv) u(l)(u) = 0 = u(s)(b). 
Thus we can define the operator T as the restriction of L to D(T); i.e., T: D(T) --* 
L2(a, b) is defined as Tu = Lu for all u E D(T). Note that C,,“(a, b) C D(T) and 
so D(T) is dense in L2(a, b). 
The operator K is defined by 
Ku = au(1) + /3u, 
where 01, p are complex valued functions and ol E C’(a, 6), ,!? E CO(Q, b). The 
domain D(K) of the operator K is the set of all absolutely continuous func- 
tions u for which Ku E L2(a, b). Consequently D(T) C D(K). 
The operator S is defined by D(S) = D(K) and for u E D(S) 
Su = qKu, 
where q is a positive continuous function. 
We shall obtain information about the eigenvalue problem 
Tu = Mu (11) 
by applying the theory of K - pd operators introduced in the earlier sections. In 
particular we are concerned with conditions on the coefficients pi , ti, fl, q under 
which the operator T and the eigenvalue problem (11) are K - pd. 
5. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We present in this section the main results of this paper. Throughout the 
operators K, S, and T are the differential operators defined in the previous 
section. 
THEOREM 3. If the operator T is K - pd then the eigenvulue problem 
Tu = ASu (11) 
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has an infinite sequence of eigenvalues A, , A,, -+ oc, as n -+ 00 and the correspdoning 
sequence of eigenfunctions is complete in L”(a, b). 
It should be noted that the method of proof of this result does not rely on the 
fact that we are dealing with third-order differential expressions and carries 
over to higher order differential expressions albeit with some added complexities 
in calculation. This is particularly true in determining conditions on the coeffi- 
cients under which the associated differential operators are K - pd. In the third 
order case such conditions are provided in the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose q = 1, i.e., S = K. Suppose also that the coe@.Gnts 
pi in the definition of the d$Grential expression L and the coeficients LX and ,8 in K 
satisfy the following conditions: 
There are positive numbers c1 , c2 such that 
(i) -(POOL)’ - p&J + PIG = 0, 
(ii) -p@ > 0, 
(iii) (P$)” - (p&V + P2B - P@ = 0, 
(iv) ~$3 = @, 
(4 @fJS)’ - PlB + P2Z 2 cz I a I29 
(4 P3P - (P33’ 2 5 7 
(vii) P&J - (Pd’ 3 cz[l B I2 - (/WI. 
Then the eigenvalue problem (11) has a sequence of eigenvalues A, , A, + CO as 
n -+ co and the corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions is complete in L2(a, b). 
EXAMPLE. Let m be a positive constant. Then the boundary value problem 
tuW - (1 - t) ~(2) + mu(l) - (m + 1) 21 = h(u”) - u), 
u(1) = 0 = u(2), U’(1) = 0 = U’(2) 
has an infinite sequence of eigenvalues and a corresponding complete set of 
eigenfunctions. Note that the differential equation in this example is not sym- 
metric in the classical sense, neither are the boundary conditions self-adjoint. 
We refer to Coddington and Levinson [S] for definitions of classical symmetry 
and self-adjoint boundary conditions. 
It is a simpler matter to check that this example satisfies the conditions of 
Corollary 1 and to verify that L in this case is K - pd. (See Theorem 1). 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose the coeficients pi , 01, and ,6 satisfy the following con- 
ditions: 
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(i) Pi + B = 0, 
(ii) p, = (Y = i, 
(iii) if9 - (p&7)’ + P2S + iP3 = 0, 
(iv) B + B = 0, 
(4 i(p)’ - PlB - iP2 > a 
(vi) PJ + iPj 2 0, 
(vii) P&J + iPj Z 4 B I* + i/3’], for some constant c > 0. 
Then the eigenvalue problem (11) has a sequence of eigenvalues A, , A, -+ co as 
n -+ 00 and the corresponding sequence of eigafunctions is complete in L2(a, b). 
EXAMPLE. Choose pi = pa = pa = /3 = 0. Then Corollary 2 may be applied 
to eigenvalue problems involving equations of the form 
-y”’ - hq(t) y’ = 0, 
which arise in problems of compressed bridge belts and buckling of bars. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM AND COROLLARIES 
For a proof of Theorem 3 we take the Hilbert space H to be L2(a, b) and make 
use of Theorem 2. 
To see that the eigenvalue problem (11) is K - pd we need only observe that 
(7) holds, that (SU, KU) = (qKu, KU) and that K has a bounded inverse on 
D(T) so that (6) holds. 
In order to verify that assumption (A) holds we apply Lemma 4. Since q is 
bounded it follows that for u E D(T) 
where 
It remains only to verify that T-lS is compact in H, , which follows imme- 
diately from Theorem 1. Indeed S is Ho-bounded as is seen from the fact that 
D(S) = D(K), K is closed in H and that (iii) of Lemma 2 holds. Moreover 
T = T,, and T-l has the form 
(T-Y) (4 = s6 GO, s>f(s) ds 
a 
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where G is the Green’s function associated with the differential expression L. 
We refer to [2] for the pertinent properties of G. Since L is a third order dif- 
ferential expression 8G/at is continuous and it follows that ST-I is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator and therefore compact in H = L*(a, b) (see [I]). Thus we may 
apply Theorem 1 to assert that T-lS is compact in HO and then apply Lemma 4 
to conclude that assumption (A) holds. 
As noted above 5’ is H,,-bounded so that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are 
now verified. The conclusion of Theorem 3 then follows from Theorem 2. 
Proof of Corollary 1. By repeated integration by parts we can show that 
(T% w = rP+Q’ + Pop~“~ + P,C I 24 I* + (PlB - (PO/v)‘) 4: 
+ j-” - PlG I 24” I2 dt + 1” NPJV - PlF + PGI I 24’ I2 dt a a 
+ j-” LP$ - (~d’l I u I2 dt + j-” [--(PG> - P$+ ~$1 d’E’dt a a 
+ J-=* [(PI&” - (PIP) + P$ - PA u’@ dt. 
Upon applying the boundary conditions in the definition of D(T) and conditions 
(i) and (iii) of the hypotheses we obtain 
(Tu, Ku) = s” - P@ I U” I” dt + j”” [(P&’ - P$ + PA I u’ 1’ dt a a 




(Ku, Ku) = j-” 1 01 I2 1 zi I2 dt + j” [I ,6 I2 - (/!I&)‘] 1 u I2 dt. (13) 
a a 
The conclusion now follows from Theorem 3 upon applying the hypotheses (ii), 
(v), (vi), and (vii) and using (12) and (13). 
Proof of Corollary 2. The expressions for (Tu, Ku) and (Ku, Ku) given by 
(12) and (13) remain valid, where I ol I2 = -p,,E = 1, from (ii). Using (v) and 
(vi) and an inequality from Section 7.7 of the monograph by Hardy, Littlewood, 
and Polya [3] we see that 
(Tic, Ku) 3 s” I u” I2 dt k us s” ( u’ 12 dt 
a a 
2 (b f ,, (% 4. 
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Similarly we use (v), (vii), and integral inequalities to obtain 
I u’ I2 dt + c 1” [[ ,f? I2 - @ifi)‘] ( u (2 dt 
“0. 
where c, = min{G/(b - u)~, c}. 
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